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Main objectives:

• To create and increase skills and 
capacities in our project’s stakeholders;

• To create awareness regarding 
stakeholders’ behavior.



Research method
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• Twofold: qualitative and quantitative 
research: an online survey and the 
gathering of quotes. 

• Survey outline

• Distribution: e-mails, social media, flyers

Method: aimed at learning together in a 
continuous process.



Flyers
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Research question
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Has the project created or 
increased skills and 
capacities regarding cancer 
and work topics? And have 
the project stakeholders 
gained better insights into 
the positions of others in 
this process? 



Results
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116 respondents in total

Overall conclusions:

• The majority of respondents gained new insights.

• The majority of the respondents have a better 
understanding of other people’s perspectives.

• The majority of the respondents would recommend 
the tool(s).

• The different parts of the products/ tool(s) are 
experienced as useful.



Co-creation
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The way I look at it is: this tool enables you to 
remove the uncertainty from the employee and 

the ignorance from the employer”. Care 
professional

Sometimes I still see powerlessness and 
ignorance. I think this tool could really help. Not 
only for the benefit of the employee, but you can 

really offer joint action”. Manager



Quotes
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“I think it’s really nice that someone else who is at the 
beginning of this process gets much more clarity. It’s nice 
that people know in advance: This is waiting for me. When 

you get diagnosed with cancer you feel really insecure. How 
nice is it that you get insights into the options you have”. 

- Employee

“Participating in this project really meant a lot to me. This 
way you can find your way much easier. In particular, the 

roles and responsibilities, how their divided and the themes 
and phases”. 

- Employee


